
CSCI 0220 Discrete Structures and Probability Lewis

Recitation 8

Probability

Random Variables

From a probability space (S, p), we can create a new probability space (S ′, p′), where
S ′ is a partition of S, that is, S ′ = {P1, P2, ...Pn}, and where p′ = Pr(Pi) for all i.

Visually, we can take a box partitioned into m outcomes, and then partition these
m outcomes into n groups. The amount of area each group takes up is just the sum
of the outcomes within the group, so this box with m groups is just like having a
probability space with m outcomes.

This leads us to one of the biggest, most famous misnomers in all of mathematics:
random variables. A random variable is a function from a set of outcomes S to
R or Z. We can think of this random variable as partitioning S, where each group
is a set of outcomes that are all assigned the same value. We can also think of the
random variable as assigning each group a different value. This diagram shows what
we mean:

Here, o1, . . . , o5 are outcomes in S. Our random variable assigns two of them to 1730,
one of them to 3.14, and two of them to 22. Thus, the random variable partitions
the outcomes into 3 groups. Let’s walk through some other more concrete examples
of random variables.

Task 1

Let random variable X be on the coin flip sample space {H,T}, where X(H) = 1,
and X(T ) = 0. (This random variable is also known as the indicator random variable
of event H.)
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a. If Pr(H) = 1/2, and Pr(T ) = 1/2, then what is Pr(X = 1)? How about Pr(X =
0)?

b. We could also have the random variable Y , where the domain of Y is S, all
sequences of coin flips of length n, and where Y (s) = the number of heads in s.

If S is uniformly distributed, then what is Pr(Y = k), where 0 ≤ k ≤ n?

Hint: You computed this value in last week’s recitation.

c. Let Ci be a random variable for the ith coin flip, si, in our sequence, s, of coin
flips of length n, where Ci(H) = 1 and Ci(T ) = 0. Let C(s) = C1(s1) + C2(s2) +
...Cn(sn). Explain why C(s) = Y (s).

d. Explain why Pr(C = k) =
(
n
k

)
Pr(Ci = 1)k Pr(Ci = 0)n−k.

e. Optional: Given an expression for Pr(C ≥ k).

f. Optional: Compute Pr(C = k|C1 = 1).

Checkpoint 1 — Call over a TA!
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Expected Value

Intuitively, the expected value is the weighted average of values, kind of a mass center
of the probability distribution.

More formally, the expected value of a random variable is denoted E[X] and is defined
as

E[X] =
∑
s∈S

X(s) Pr(s) =
∑

r∈X(S)

rPr(X = r).

We define the conditional expected values as follows: Given that event E has occurred,
the expectation of random variable X is

E[X | E] =
∑

r∈X(S)

rPr(X = r | E). (1)

Moreover, the linearity of expectation can be very useful in calculating expected
value: Given that Z, X, Y are three random variables defined on a sample space
S and a and b are two real numbers such that Z = aX + bY , we know that
E[Z] = aE[X] + bE[Y ] must be true.

Let’s practice this through a task:

Task 2

Tim and Joe are playing a game. They flip a fair coin 3 times. When the coin is
heads, Joe pays $1 to Tim; and when the coin is tails, Tim pays $1 to Joe.

a. Let Gi be a random variable representing what Tim gains on the i-th round. For
instance, G3 = −1 if the coin is tails.

What is the expected value of Gi?

b. Let G be a random variable that represents Tim’s total gain in this game. What
is the expected value of G?

c. What is the expected value of G if the coin is biased and the probability of heads
is p? in other words, generalize your solution from part b in terms of p.
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d. Tim and Joe are still using the biased coin from part c. Let H1 be the event that
the first coin is heads. What is E[G|H1]?

e. Use your answers to calculate E[G] and E[G | H1] when p = 0.7.

f. Optional: Assume that p = 0.7 and let’s say we want to change the game to make
it “fair.” If the flip is tails, then Tim pays a dollar to Joe—how much should Joe
pay Tim on Heads so that for any number of flips we know E[G] = 0?

Task 3

Tim and Joe are now playing a similar, but different, game. This time they flip a
coin 2 times. Let X be the random variable that is equal to the number of heads
and Y the random variable that is equal to the number of tails. At the end of the
game, Joe pays Tim X2 dollars. Once again, let G be the random variable for Tim’s
gain.

a. Calculate E[X]2 when the probability of heads is p = 0.7.

b. Calculate E[G] when p = 0.7.
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c. Does E[G] = E[X]2?

d. Find an example that shows that E[XY ] = E[X]E[Y ] does not hold where X and
Y are not independent variables.

Hint: Try X and Y as defined above.

e. Optional: Prove that if X and Y are two independent random variables, then
E[XY ] = E[X]E[Y ].
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Bayes Rule

The Bayes Rule can be summarized as

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)P (A)

P (B)

where A and B are events and P (B) ̸= 0.

Task 4

Assume Brown’s CS department has an evaluation system for CS courses based on
student evaluations. In any class, the students can fill the evaluation form and give
a score of 0, 1, or 2 to the course. Let X be the random variable of this score. The
students of CS0220 either like the course with probability 3/4 (Event L) or they do
not like the course with probability 1/4 (Event NOT L).

Assume that the conditional probability distribution of X given L is

Pr(X = 0 | L) = 1/8

Pr(X = 1 | L) = 1/4

Pr(X = 2 | L) = 5/8

and given that they do not like the course (NOT L) it is

Pr(X = 0 | NOT L) = 9/10

Pr(X = 1 | NOT L) = 1/10

Pr(X = 2 | NOT L) = 0.

a. If a student has given score of 0 to CS0220, what is the probability that they do
not like the course?

b. Use the definition of conditional expected value (Equation 1) and find E[X |
NOT L]
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c. Optional: Find E[X].

Checkpoint 2 — Call over a TA!
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Task 5

The Brown Review is a test-prep company that publishes books helping high school
students prepare for the upcoming Accelerated Placement tests. Recently, they pub-
lished a study with 20000 students nationwide showing that using their books to
prepare for the AP Statistics exam resulted were 5% more likely to pass than those
who studied using their rival, Karron’s. However, The Brown Review did not publish
all of their data, and you uncover the following data table:

The Brown Review Karron’s Total

Took a statistics class 8550
9000

= 95% 4450
4500

= 99% 13000
13500

= 96%

Did not take a statistics class 750
1000

= 75% 4350
5500

= 79% 5100
6500

= 78%

Total 9300
10000

= 93% 8800
10000

= 88% 18100
20000

= 90%

a. Make an argument as to why The Brown Review appears to be a better choice
for test prep.

b. Make an argument as to why Karron’s is the better choice.

c. Given that it is very likely that a student who takes a class before the exam suc-
ceeds more often than students who did not take a class, how could the Brown
Review manipulate sample sizes such that their final percentage looks higher?

This contradiction of conclusions is known as Simpson’s Paradox, which you can
read more about here. This occurs when comparisons of two variables in separate
groups yield one conclusion, but comparisons of the variables overall yield a dif-
ferent result due to a more significant trend working in the background, like how
students taking or not taking the class determines outcomes.

d. It is very common for news services to read the conclusion of a scientific study and
report the final results directly. It is also extremely common for readers to look
at a news headline and not read the article. How do these practices encourage
misinformation? Why do details of a study matter?
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e. With the growing popularity of data analysis and machine learning, our society
increasingly relies on statistical tools to explain the world we live in. Why is it
extremely important to never take any conclusions we garner from these methods
at face value? What are the dangers in becoming over-reliant on these methods
to solve complex problems such as policing or policymaking?
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Task 6

Joe goes to PVDonuts and gets four boxes of donuts for everyone. One box has two
chocolate donuts, two boxes have one chocolate and one glazed, and one box has two
glazed donuts.

a. Joe picks a box at random, and gives a random donut to Tim. If that donut is
chocolate, what is the probability the other donut in the box is glazed?

b. Let’s consider another scenario, where Tim picks a donut box at random. Before
he opens it, Joe tells him one of the donuts in the box is chocolate.

What is the probability the other donut is glazed?

Hint: Your answer should be different from part a.
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Optional: Task 7

Suppose that, in a certain family, the probability of each child being born with a cat
allergy is 1/2. You can assume one of the parents have it and it gets inherited with
1/2 probability. Assume this family has two children, Jiahua and Ken.

a. What is the probability that both Jiahua and Ken have a cat allergy?

b. Consider a scenario where you go to the family’s house and meet one of the
children. They tell you they have a cat allergy, but not their name. What is the
probability the other child is allergic?

c. The child you meet says their name is Jiahua. Does the probability of the other
child being allergic change?

d. Given that at least one of the children is allergic and was born on a Tuesday, what
is the probability the family has 2 allergic children? You may assume that the
probability a child is born on a given day of the week is 1/7.

Checkoff — Call over a TA!
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